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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company is designing a service provider network management
solution in which customers are billed for 95th percentile
network utilization. The service provider requires that an IETF
standard be utilized to collect the data. Which method should
be used to collect the data?
A. IPFIX
B. NETFLOW
C. NBAR
D. RMON
E. IPFLOW
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What does Cisco AMP for Endpoints use to help an organization
detect different families of malware?
A. Tetra Engine to detect malware when me endpoint is connected
to the cloud
B. Spero Engine with machine learning to perform dynamic
analysis
C. Clam AV Engine to perform email scanning

D. Ethos Engine to perform fuzzy fingerprinting
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
ETHOS is the Cisco file grouping engine. It allows us to group
families of files together so if we see variants of a malware,
we mark the ETHOS hash as malicious and whole families of
malware are instantly detected.
Reference:
ETHOS = Fuzzy Fingerprinting using static/passive heuristics

NEW QUESTION: 3
Consider that the posts collection contains an array called
ratings which contains ratings given to the post by various
users in the following format:
Which of the following query will return all the documents
where the ratings array contains elements that in some
combination satisfy the query conditions?
A. db.inventory.find( { ratings: { ratings.$: { $gt: 5, $lt: 9
} } } )
B. db.inventory.find( { ratings: { ratings: { $gt: 5, $lt: 9 }
} } )
C. db.inventory.find( { ratings: { $elemMatch: { $gte: 3, $lte:
6 } } } )
D. db.inventory.find( { ratings: { $elemMatch: { $gt: 3, $lt: 6
}
Answer: B
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